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Abstract1

In Eulerian methods, the simulation of an incompressible fluid field requires a pressure field solution, which takes a large
amount of time and computation resources to solve a large coarse linear system. The pressure solver has two mathematical1

features. The first is that it obtains the pressure solution from a velocity divergence distribution in high-dimensional space.
The second is that the pressure is iteratively solved in the projection step. Based on these two features, we investigate a
convolutional-based neural network, which learns to map the fluid quantities to pressure solution iteratively by inferring from
multiple grid scales. Our proposed network extracts features from multiple scales and then aligns them to obtain a pressure
field in the original resolution. We trim our network structure to be compact and fast and design it to be iterative like to
improve performance. Our approach requires less computation cost, while it achieves comparable performance with recently
proposed data-driven methods. Our method can easily be parallelized in GPU devices, and we demonstrate its speed-up ability
with the fluid field in larger input scenes.
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1 Introduction13

Realistic and highly detailed fluid flow scenarios are widely14

used in the gaming and movie industry. In order to simu-15

late such a qualified fluid animation, one common approach16

is to solve the incompressible Navier–Stokes (NS) equa-17

tions in discrete numerical models and to solve the model18

in finer resolution, which enables the simulation to capture19

more details of the complex turbulent flow [1]. The Eulerian20

method requires enormous computational cost, especially in21

the “projection” procedure, which resolves an incompress-22

ible fluid flow. Although the numerical solutions for the NS23

equations have been a long-standing research topic in the24

graphics area, an efficient solution for an incompressible25

velocity field is still a primary challenge as the fluid field26
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increases to a real-life scale. In our work, we aim at saving 27

the computational cost while restoring real-life fluid details. 28

Instead of resolving a large linear system, we target at infer- 29

ring the divergence-free velocity information directly from 30

the fluid quantities. As an analogy to image-to-image transla- 31

tion [6], the volumetric fluid data can be “translated” to obtain 32

the desired velocity solution with the help of learning-based 33

methods, like convolutional neural network (CNN). Despite 34

the success in image processing and generation, CNN-based 35

methods need additional modifications to achieve qualified 36

results when applied in volumetric fluid data. We combine 37

CNN descriptors with physical laws and design our network 38

structure to maximize its capability. We will demonstrate that 39

our designed learning-based model is effective to extend the 40

advantages of traditional methods and avoid the unnecessary 41

computational cost. 42

Recovering fluid flow details while saving computational 43

cost is a long-standing topic in the graphics community. Some 44

previous researches try to enrich an existing fluid simulation 45

with artificial details and, consequently, ensure the simu- 46

lated outcomes with fine-resolution turbulence and vorticity. 47

The research in [9] utilizes wavelet turbulence and enriches 48

the original coarse fluid field with procedural methods. The 49

work in [30] improves the temporal coherence artifact with 50
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a discriminator which tracks the flow field quantities over-51

time and learns to generate detailed fluid field from a coarse52

version under the temporal coherence discrimination. Such53

solutions, basically synthesizing high-resolution flow field54

from a coarse version by frame-to-frame upsampling, have55

been proven effective for visual effect. Both two solutions56

require additional efforts to ensure the temporal coherence57

of fluid animation in consecutive time steps. In order to be58

physically faithful, the model in [28] accelerates fluid sim-59

ulation by replacing the standard pressure solution with a60

convolutional neural network, which learns the distribution61

of the pressure field from extracted features from the original62

fluid field. They apply most of the mathematical calculation63

in the original scale, and as a result, the total convolutional64

computation cost is still considerable. The work in [27] trains65

a neural network to infer the velocity and pressure field in the66

turbulent flow. Motivated by previous work, we start from a67

similar viewpoint but with different approaches. We replace68

the traditional pressure solution in fluid simulation with a69

feature extraction network for reducing the dimensionality70

of an original fluid field and an alignment strategy for align-71

ing the coarse and the dense grid scale of the fluid features.72

Our pressure solution network is like an iterative process to73

adapt to different inputs. In this way, the traditional fluid sim-74

ulation process is facilitated by the CNN methods, leading75

to an efficient and accurate fluid simulation.76

In our approach, the fluid information from the original77

resolution first goes through a feature extraction strategy,78

during which the features with reduced dimensionality are79

fused in multiple layers. Then, the features from different80

layers are combined to obtain the pressure field, where special81

care is taken to preserve the alignment coherence in order to82

avoid excess error accumulation and simulation breakdown.83

The above process can be contained in a CNN block structure84

and self-stacked, iteratively refining the output. Thus, we85

name our presented model BlockNN, and we will introduce86

it in detail in the following sections.87

Our contributions are as follows:88

– A novel pressure solver that uses CNN to extract features89

into multiple coarse layers, then combines and aligns the90

fused features back to the original resolution to obtain91

the pressure field.92

– An iterative-like network architecture that can be applied93

dynamically in runtime to improve the outcome accuracy.94

– A compact network design that can be quick to converge95

during training and save computation cost in runtime.96

2 Related works97

The realistic animation of fluid, such as water waves, smoke98

plumes and other phenomena, has long been an important99

research topic in the graphics community [14]. The essen- 100

tial approach to model the dynamics of fluid is to solve the 101

physical Navier–Stokes equation. The reference book [1] 102

introduces the basic process of solving the Navier–Stokes 103

equation numerically with the following steps, adding exter- 104

nal forces, advecting velocity field, computing diffusion 105

and applying incompressible projection operation. After the 106

introduction of an unconditionally stable model, using a com- 107

bination of a semi-Lagrangian advection method and implicit 108

solvers [23], the stable Eulerian methods have been devel- 109

oped with many additional efforts to enhance fluid flow 110

reality. A common problem is that the first order integra- 111

tion and finite resolution of an Eulerian grid would cause 112

numerical artifacts in fluid simulation. Algorithms in [4] and 113

[21] estimate the underlying numerical error and correct it. 114

The numerical deficiencies of the grid structure can also be 115

reduced by using Lagrangian methods [15]. The previously 116

mentioned works improve the visual result of the Navier– 117

Stokes solver by refining the underlying numerical method. 118

Another way to enhance physical reality is to add artificial 119

details. [9] works on the frequency spectrum and utilizes the 120

frequency information in the fluid field. A more realistic sim- 121

ulation could be achieved by adding artificial noise patterns 122

in higher frequency domains to the existing fluid field. As our 123

method mainly focuses on the solution of the incompressible 124

velocity field, these early accurate advection algorithms can 125

work well in combination with our proposed scheme. 126

While many efforts have been made to improve the fluid 127

simulation performance, the computation and memory cost 128

of a fluid solver is still a remained problem. [17] comes 129

up with a multi-grid preprocessing method, which aims to 130

speed up the PCG solution in large-scale scenarios. How- 131

ever, its solving complexity depends greatly on the input 132

data. When facing complicated and irregular boundary set- 133

tings, it requires nearly the same time to process the input 134

field. An alternative method [18] makes use of particles to 135

model fluid motion, and such a method can be performed 136

in a parallel GPU setting. However, incompressibility is not 137

straightforward to be ensured in particle methods [3]. Our 138

method shares the advantages of both the grid approaches 139

and particle approaches. The projection procedure is solved 140

with our multi-resolution CNN model, which is natural to 141

perform in parallel in GPU devices. In this way, our pre- 142

sented model can speed up calculation with parallelization 143

and save the overall computation cost. 144

The partial differential equations (PDEs) are required to 145

be solved for the pressure field during the fluid simulation. 146

There are attempts to solve the PDEs with artificial neural 147

networks for years [10,11,19,22]. [22] trains a deep neural 148

network to satisfy the differential operator, initial condition 149

and boundary condition, and they solve the PDEs in up to 150

200 dimensions. As the PDEs are used to describe physical 151

phenomena, [19] uses physical law as prior information and 152
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train their network to learn the nonlinear PDEs. Similarly,153

our research also makes use of the semantic information of154

the correspondence of fluid divergence and pressure field, but155

we target at PDEs with millions of dimensions.156

In previous years, the research in data-driven methods has157

achieved tremendous success in the area of object detection158

[24], volume translation [6], and so on. Convolutional neu-159

ral network (CNN) is one of the most popular techniques in160

the field of image and video processing [12]. CNN is shown161

to be more powerful and effective than fully connected lay-162

ers, and its deep version is capable of classification, feature163

extraction and geometry inference [24] in 2D and 3D domain.164

The research in [6] shows that deep CNN can learn represen-165

tation from unlabeled data and generate the corresponding166

natural image. Data-driven methods are also shown effective167

in learning the temporal evolutions of physical functions in168

[29], though their work does not include the consideration169

of solid obstacles in the simulation domain. As in our case,170

we demonstrate that the features and geometric information171

of fluid volumetric data can also be extracted by CNN, and172

hence, the distribution of fluid pressure filed can be inferred.173

In addition, the research of network architecture takes an174

active role in the development history of deep learning. The175

U-Net structure allows the network to localize and propagate176

content information by skip connection [20]. In [27], authors177

utilize a U-Net architecture to infer pressure and velocity dis-178

tribution. Residual block architecture avoids deep layers from179

degradation [5], and the enhanced deep residual network pro-180

posed in [13] improves the performance in super-resolution181

tasks. In our case, we make use of the residual blocks in the182

hidden layers in our model to infer fluid features.183

In the field of learning-based fluid simulation, there are184

also many successful practices. Deep learning methods can185

be utilized to capture fluid data distribution and be combined186

with applications like interpolations of different parameters187

during fluid animation [8], and super-resolution with gen-188

erative adversarial neural network (GAN) that synthesizes189

fluid details as well as ensures temporal coherence [30].190

Fluid motions can also be predicted with learning-based191

approaches. [7] replaces the SPH method with a random192

regression tree by predicting each particle’s state with the193

states of nearby particles. This prediction scheme using the194

local information has also been proposed in [28,31]. [31]195

trains a convolution neural network and predicts the pressure196

field in the next time step by taking local geometry, velocity197

divergence and pressure field from the last time step as input.198

[28] tries to solve the problem in a similar way, but it uses199

an unsupervised training strategy and ensures the general-200

ization capability of the trained model. This approach shares201

the most similar idea with ours. We also target at the solution202

of the incompressible velocity field. But in our model, we203

combine the pressure solution and velocity projection in a204

typical iterative structure to improve the inference ability.205

3 Fluid field solution 206

3.1 Fluid dynamics 207

Physical-based fluid simulation can be modeled by the 208

Navier–Stokes equation [25]. An ideal fluid without viscosity 209

can be described by the following simplified NS equations, 210

also known as incompressible Euler equations: 211

∂u
∂t

+ u · �u +
1

ρ
�p = f, (1) 212

� · u = 0, (2) 213

where u represents the velocity(a 2D or 3D vector field when 214

simulating in 2D or 3D scene), t denotes time, p denotes the 215

pressure, f is the overall external forces and ρ is the fluid 216

density. Equation 1 describes the fluid motion with New- 217

ton’s second law and explains how the fluid changes the 218

velocity with given forces acting on it. Equation 2 is the 219

incompressible fluid condition, which ensures the volume of 220

the fluid remains constant. In order to solve the NS equations, 221

the graphics community usually split the process into three 222

steps, i.e., advection, force applying and projection. In the 223

advection step, fluid advects their property according to their 224

velocity. In the force-adding step, we add external forces on 225

fluid for a small time interval. And in order to acquire incom- 226

pressible fluid, we apply the “projection” step to the existing 227

fluid field, which includes acquiring the pressure field by 228

solving the Poisson equation: 229

� · �p =
1

�t
� · u, (3) 230

and applying velocity field correction with the gradient of 231

the pressure as 232

ut+1 = ut − �t�pt . (4) 233

3.2 Boosting projection solution 234

Solving Eq. 3 is equivalent to solve a large and sparse linear 235

system, whose size increases exponentially as the input size 236

increases. Iterative methods like PCG and Jacobi, are usually 237

used to solve the mathematical problem. As the input size 238

increases, the memory cost and computation cost increases. 239

The iteration number grows dramatically to converge. How- 240

ever, high resolution simulation of the realistic fluid field has 241

always been the chasing goal of real-life applications. 242

In our work, we aim at replacing the traditional pressure 243

solution with deep learning approaches. The work in [28] 244

and [31] sheds some light on exploring the distribution and 245

correspondence rules of the fluid divergence field and pres- 246

sure field with a convolutional neural network. As their work 247
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divergence velocity pressure divergence velocity pressure

Fig. 1 Correspondences among velocity divergence, velocity and pres-
sure. The first three columns show the fluid field quantities of a smoke
plume scenario in different time steps (from top to bottom). The last
three columns show fluid quantities in another fluid scenario with obsta-
cles. The divergence and the corresponding pressure field seem to have
a closer relationship

did provide a feasible solution, the convolution computa-248

tion cost is still not negligible. Although the convolution249

operation largely reduces the size of trainable parameters250

and computation cost compared to a fully connected layer,251

the computation and time command grows dramatically as252

the input fluid size increases, especially when simulating the253

fluid field in three-dimensional domain. This not only holds254

back the performance of the solution but also limits the design255

of a more effective network structure.256

We adopt a similar idea from previous work of replac-257

ing the solution of the Poisson equation with data-driven258

approaches [28,31]. The pressure solution can be replaced259

as an “image translation” problem, which is typically a 3D260

image for the fluid field in three dimensions. We visualize261

the velocity, divergence and the corresponding pressure in262

Fig. 1, and we can infer from the visualizations intuitively263

that the fluid quantities can be interpreted and translated as264

images.265

Facing the existing problems, we design our network266

structure and make it flexible to achieve comparable outcome267

accuracy with much less computation. We apply convolu-268

tional multiplications in the fluid field and gradually extract269

features in the coarse grid to solve for a pressure field. As the270

pressure field is solved by inferring from the coarse grid, we271

design an additional connection layer to fuse up the coarse272

grid features and the original fluid quantities, so that the pres-273

sure field solution is aligned with the original resolution. Such274

alignment strategy in the network provides fluid simulation275

with the same level of details but requires much less com-276

putation cost. In this way, we can apply most convolutional277

manipulation in the coarse grid, and thus, a large scale of278

computation cost is reduced.279

Algorithm 1: Boosting solution for the NS equation

initialize a velocity field u0 ;
for time step t = 1,2,… do

advect fluid components with ut−1 ;
advect self velocity field with ut−1;
apply additional force ;
input divergence � · ut−1 and obstacle flags to the pressure
solver model(BlockNN);
solve the incompressible velocity ut with the BlockNN
model output pt ;
check and satisfy the boundary condition;

end

4 Pressure solver model 280

Our pressure solver model is composed of convolutional 281

layers and traditional fluid operation, i.e., divergence opera- 282

tion and velocity correction. We design our pressure solver 283

network with the consideration of the input selection, net- 284

work structure and training strategy, making it more powerful 285

and efficient in varied situations. We propose the OneBlock 286

model, to extract features from the fluid field in different 287

resolutions, make alignments between the fused features 288

and output the corresponding pressure field. To improve the 289

model capability and tackle complicated fluid scenarios, we 290

stack several OneBlock structures in our model and connect 291

every two consecutive blocks with velocity correction and 292

divergence calculation. This whole network arrangement is 293

composed of several stacked OneBlock structures; hence, we 294

name our pressure solver network BlockNN and its structure 295

overview is shown in Fig. 2. We will clarify the whole model 296

structure in the following subsections. 297

4.1 Network input and training targets 298

We target to replace the Poisson equation solution with our 299

iterative BlockNN network. Referring to the traditional pro- 300

jection process in Eq. 3, we at least need the information 301

of the velocity divergence and the fluid geometry setting to 302

solve a pressure field. So we take the velocity divergence 303

� · ut and the obstacle flags f as our network input. 304

We want the pressure field to make the fluid field more 305

incompressible, so we use L2 norm of the outcome diver- 306

gence of the velocity field in the final outputs, represented as 307

u, to measure the loss during training. As the loss function 308

shown in Eq. 5, the whole training procedure is unsupervised: 309

Loss = ‖� · u‖2. (5) 310

For the completeness of our exploration, we have also 311

investigated to employ the fluid velocity as input, but that 312

indirect information causes difficulties during learning and 313

will not lead to a comparable training result. If we use the 314
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3x3x3 conv

1x1x1 conv

/2 max pooling

x2 upsampling

element-wise sum

velocity correctionvc

①

2 44

4

4

4

1

{p'} {Flags, Div'}

OneBlock

{Flags,Div} {p}

TwoBlock 2xOneBlock

①

4

4

③

③

VC OneBlock VC OneBlock

input/output

NN with same structure but different weight and bias.
OneBlock

OneBlock

OneBlock OneBlock

n

a layer with n channels

Fig. 2 Network structure of the BlockNN. The BlockNN is com-
posed of multiple OneBlocks (shown in dashed box) and formed as
an iterative-like structure. The direct pressure field p′ output of the
hidden OneBlock is used to correct the velocity field and then set up
a new divergence input � · u′ for the next OneBlock. In a OneBlock,
the input fluid quantities are applied with convolutional operations for
feature extraction, a max pooling operation for setting up a coarse grid

and a nearest upsampling operation to restore to the original resolution.
The element-wise summation between convolutional layers aligns fluid
messages of different grid sizes. The 2×OneBlock and the TwoBlock
have exactly the same structure. But in the TwoBlock, each OneBlocks
has different trainable weights and biases, while 2×OneBlock shares
those parameters

pressure data as ground truth and train our model in super-315

vised mode, the training result failed to reach a comparable316

level either. A possible explanation might be that the pressure317

guiding causes the training to fit into some fiddly cases and318

accordingly cause the network to be overfitted. As a result,319

we train our unsupervised model with obstacles flags and320

divergence as input.321

4.2 OneBlock for feature extraction and alignment322

We come up with a feature extraction and alignment structure323

and refer to it as the OneBlock structure, as shown in Fig. 2.324

In a OneBlock, we first extract features from the input fluid325

field quantities in the original grid scales x , and gradually326

compact these features into coarser grids with size x/2 and327

x/4 separately. Then, the extracted features in different grid328

scales are upsampled and aligned to the original scale. As the329

fluid field is composed of both large- and small-scale fluid330

motion, the feature extraction applied in different grid scales331

gives full consideration to the fluid states and thus ensures332

the output accuracy. We will elaborate on the details of the333

feature extraction and alignment in the following context.334

The input to our OneBlock is a fluid field in x3 grid sizes335

with two channels. The feature extraction is first applied to336

the input fluid field, using kernels with receptive field size337

3 × 3 × 3. The number of channels in all hidden layers in338

our OneBlock is 4. The extracted features in the original grid339

size x3 are then filtered with a max pooling operation and340

form a set of coarser features with size (x/2)3. The coarser 341

features are fused with themselves by applying a 1 × 1 × 1 342

convolution operation. The max pooling operation helps to 343

select the most significant feature components in the local 344

fluid area. The fusion operation reorganizes the features in 345

different channels and sets up a series of new features. With 346

a similar process, the coarse features in scale x/2 are used 347

to extract a set of coarser features in scale x/4. These x/4 348

features are fused as well. Now we obtain features fused in 349

different scales, and before we utilize these features to output 350

a pressure solution, we need to make alignments among them. 351

The fused features in the coarse scale x/4 are first upsam- 352

pled with a nearest neighbor method into scale x/2. The 353

upsampled features and the previous fused features in scale 354

x/2 are integrated together with an element-wise summation. 355

Similarly, we can apply the alignment to the features in the 356

grid scales of x/2 and x . Since the coarser features tend to 357

learn the fluid distribution with larger receptive field size and 358

the features in the original scale maintain the details in small 359

scale, this alignment operation makes full use of the advan- 360

tages of multi-resolution information from the input. Finally, 361

the aligned features are fused together with a 1×1×1 convo- 362

lutional layer to construct the final output, i.e., the pressure 363

field solution. 364

In the OneBlock, the convolutional operation applied in 365

the coarse grid greatly reduces the computational cost. The 366

alignment operation is constructed as an identity mapping 367

and element-wise summation, requiring no additional train- 368
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able parameters or complex computation. During training,369

our network learns to adapt the parameters to balance the370

feature information among the coarse grids and the dense371

girds.372

4.3 BlockNN for iterative solution373

As shown in Fig. 2, we stack two OneBlocks in our network,374

making the BlockNN structure iterative like. We can stack the375

OneBlocks in two ways, just as in the 2×OneBlock and the376

TwoBlock. The OneBlocks in the 2×OneBlock share iden-377

tical weights and biases, and obviously in this way, we can378

easily form 3×OneBlock, 4×OneBlock, etc. structures. The379

TwoBlock has two independent OneBlocks and their param-380

eters are trained separately. As can be seen, the BlockNN381

has flexible and versatile structures. We can also stack a382

OneBlock and a TwoBlock together and name it as383

One_TwoBlock. We evaluate BlockNNs’ performance in384

Table 2 in Sect. 5. With the consideration of accuracy and385

computation cost, we choose the TwoBlock structure as our386

final model structure.387

The design of this iterative network structure is a tradeoff388

between accuracy and efficiency. To some extent, a convo-389

lutional network just with a deeper structure is capable of390

achieving better accuracy, but that accuracy gets saturated391

quickly and computational burden increases when the net-392

work depth increases. The BlockNN structure is similar to393

the iterative operation in traditional PCG and Jacobi solution394

[1]. This stacked structure turns out to improve the output395

accuracy iteratively and they can be dynamically adapted to396

balance the outcome accuracy and efficiency.397

Another advantage of this iterative placement is to ease398

the training burden. During training, the network is actually399

learning to fit into a desired function mapping. As the direct400

mapping from velocity divergence to pressure in a one-time401

calculation is not an easy task in traditional solutions, this402

direct mapping is not easy for a network to learn. Compared403

to the network formulation that learns a direct mapping, our404

iterative network structure is more consistent with the pro-405

cess of mathematical iterative solutions. Our BlockNN also406

avoids the network from a very deep structure. As our train-407

ing procedure is unsupervised, a deeper network is harder to408

be trained. Therefore, the iterative BlockNN setting helps to409

train the network.410

4.4 Training procedure411

The diversity of the training dataset is crucial to the gen-412

eralization ability of the neural network. In order to collect413

samples that can represent the status of the real world fluid414

as much as possible, we initialize fluid scenes with different415

random settings and add random perturbations during the416

simulation. We adopt the data creation approach proposed in 417

[28]. 418

For the initialization of each scene, we randomly place 419

several solid objects in the fluid field and generate a random 420

fluid velocity field. The 3D solid objects are selected from 421

the NTU 3D Model Database [2], and they are randomly 422

scaled, translated and rotated. We ensure the randomly gen- 423

erated velocity to be divergence free by utilizing the wavelet 424

turbulent noise [9] with random noise parameters. 425

In order to add perturbations during the simulation, we 426

place inflow sources with random speeds and sizes at random 427

positions and time durations. We initialize 200 and 20 scenes 428

for training and testing, respectively. During the simulation, 429

we advect the fluid field, apply forces and solve pressure with 430

the mantaflow software framework [26]. Each scene will be 431

simulated for 256 steps and the fluid data are collected every 432

eight steps. Finally, we generate 6000 and 600 samples for 433

training and testing, respectively. 434

When training the TwoBlock in an end-to-end way, the 435

measured loss fluctuates in the first few epochs and gradu- 436

ally converges (Fig. 3). In order to acquire a stable training 437

for the TwoBlock, we adopt a pretrained scheme. We first 438

set up and train the OneBlock network. Then, we initialize 439

the parameters of each OneBlock in our TwoBlock model 440

and fine-tune its parameters. This training strategy helps the 441

network to converge more quickly. 442

5 Experiments 443

The main purpose of our pressure solver model is to achieve 444

acceptable accuracy with less computation cost. In our exper- 445

iments, we test the effect and efficiency of our model and 446

compare it with previous works. We also prove the impor- 447

tance of the alignment operation and iterative structure in our 448

model. We train and evaluate our model on the machine with 449

an NVIDIA 1080Ti and an Intel Xeon E5-2690 CPU. 450

As our desired outcome is a divergence-free velocity field, 451

we measure the L2 Norm of the output velocity divergence 452

as our evaluation criterion, which is described in Eq. 6: 453

error = ‖� · u‖2. (6) 454

The error measured during training is plotted in Fig. 3. 455

5.1 Speedup 456

The BlockNN structure is very compact and it requires less 457

computation cost in hidden layers. The training time of a 458

OneBlock model is less than 1 h, and the fine-tuning of a 459

TwoBlock model with pretrained block features converges 460

even faster, as shown in Fig. 3. 461
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Fig. 3 Error measured during training. The OneBlock model can be
trained quickly and steadily, but its performance is not impressive
enough. The TwoBlock model struggles to converge with an oscillated
curve. The TwoBlock model with pretrained OneBlock converges to a
good point quickly

Table 1 Speed and accuracy comparison of the TwoBlock and previous
approach

Method Error GFlops Runtime (ms)

643 1283 3203

TwoBlock 3.9178e–5 2.02 2.315 17.25 275.3

Tompson’s [28] 4.61046e–5 16.82 3.366 26.29 428.5

We measure the error of our TwoBlock model and com-462

pare it with the CNN method in [28], as shown in Table 1.463

The error is tested using the collected testing data in 643
464

resolution. We also compare the computational cost in 643
465

resolution, and plot the runtime in resolution 643, 1283 and466

3203, respectively. Our BlockNN structure achieves better467

outcome accuracy while only taking an eighth computation468

cost. When the size of the input fluid grows, our model grad-469

ually shows its strengths in speed.470

5.2 Flexibility and stability471

Using multiple OneBlocks in the network is like the iteration472

in traditional solution and this strategy improves the outcome473

accuracy as a proper amount of the OneBlocks are used.474

The BlockNN structure can also be edited dynamically to fit475

into different fluid scenarios. In the following context, we476

will evaluate our BlockNN in different fluid settings(with or477

without geometry) and different input sizes of fluid scenes.478

We also plot our model’s performance over each time step479

and show its stability.480

We show how the number and setting of the OneBlocks481

affect the outcome accuracy in Table 2. The results in Table 2482

indicate that the interactive placement of OneBlocks helps483

to improve the output performance. And fine-tuning the484

parameters in each OneBlock(as in the TwoBlock setting), is485

beneficial for better accuracy.486

Table 2 Performance of different BlockNN settings

Method Tompson’s [28] OneBlock 2×OneBlock

Error 4.61046e–5 0.00043626 6.8730e–5

Method 3×OneBlock TwoBlock One_TwoBlock

Error 2.8278e–5 3.9178e−5 1.4504e−5

With more OneBlock structure used, the model turns out to perform
better. The fine-tuning of the TwoBlock model also increases the output
performance

Table 3 The adaptability of the BlockNN to fit into variable fluid set-
tings

Error: e–5 643 1283

Fluid Fluid+ solid Fluid Fluid+ solid

Tompson’s [28] 3.0813 4.6105 3.6431 3.7844

TwoBlock 3.6688 3.9178 4.4544 4.0180

One_TwoBlock 1.5655 1.4504 2.4975 2.1582

The BlockNN models trained with 643 fluid data work well in 1283.
The model accuracy has only subtle differences between the fluid–solid
and pure-fluid systems

For different fluid training tasks, i.e., a fluid field with dif- 487

ferent grid sizes and unseen geometric shapes, our network 488

is flexible to adapt its structure to meet the new demand for 489

different fluid resolutions. It’s easy and flexible to adapt the 490

number of the OneBlocks to meet the demand. For example, 491

when we find the result of the TwoBlock setting not satis- 492

factory, we might simply rearrange the network setting, to 493

become a OneBlock and a TwoBlock stacking together. This 494

new setting requires no extra training and can be adapted 495

dynamically. We show our results in Table 3. 496

The stability of velocity divergence during fluid simula- 497

tion is important. We use about 600 scenes with different 498

random initial settings and measure our output divergence 499

error over 128 time steps in Fig. 4. The BlockNN model 500

shows less error than the Jacobi solver. 501

Fig. 4 Error measured during the simulation. The curve in this figure
plots the mean error in 600 samples, and the shadowed area represents
the [min, max] range among these scenes
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Fig. 5 Simulation results with different pressure calculation schemes.
Left our proposed TwoBlock model. Middle solve the pressure in the
coarse grid and upsample the pressure with artificial interpolation. Right
a similar structure to TwoBlock but remove the alignment connection
inside the block

5.3 Analysis of alignment502

Using the alignment by applying the skip connection achieves503

significant improvement. Figure 5 shows the simulation com-504

parison.505

Figure 5a shows the result with our proposed TwoBlock.506

The simulated field is natural and realistic.507

The result in Fig. 5b is obtained by solving the pressure508

field with coarse features only and upsampling the pressure509

field with artificial methods, i.e., linear interpolation. Such510

pressure solution cannot correctly ensure the fluid velocity 511

to be incompressible and would even disturb the original 512

field, making it a chaotic and unstable condition. This result 513

demonstrates that simply interpolating the pressure field from 514

a coarse grid is not feasible. 515

Figure 5c shows the result which solves the pressure 516

field with a convolutional neural network but without the 517

alignment strategy. Such a network fails to learn the actual 518

distribution of the fluid field but results in smoothing out 519

the fluid field. The coarse grid features actually lose high- 520

resolution information and the pressure field solution needs 521

the high-resolution features to localize precisely. 522

5.4 Visual results 523

In Fig. 6, we compare the simulated visual results of our 524

methods with others. In “Buoyancy” and “Architecture,” we 525

add buoyancy to the smoke and make it rise over time. In 526

“Gravity,” we pour smoke from the top and allow it to drop 527

under gravity. The previous method [28] tends to smooth out 528

some high-frequency features and cause slower flow motion 529

along complex obstacle surfaces (as shown in the “Gravity” 530

case). Our approach aligns different levels of features and 531

Fig. 6 Comparisons of visual effects with different scene settings. The first column shows the results of our proposed method. The second column
shows the results using Tompson’s method [28]. The third column shows the results with the Jacobi method
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preserves better detailed structures as well as the macroscopic532

flow speed.533

6 Discussions and conclusions534

We present a flexible network structure to solve the pressure535

field in fluid simulation by learning fluid features in coarser536

resolution and make alignment with the fused features. With537

our network architecture, the time and computational cost538

can be saved in training as well as runtime. Our solution539

requires much less computation cost compared with similar540

convolutional methods [28] and achieves better simulated541

results. We can easily adapt our network structure to meet542

more complicated tasks.543

The drawback of our network is that, by far, we only tackle544

with simple flags types, i.e., obstacles and fluid. As we use545

flags types as input to the convolutional layer, it’s difficult546

for the network to distinguish more complicated types. Cur-547

rently, we only involve smoke simulations in our work. A548

typical simulation of fluid, like water, might be assisted with549

particles [1] and involve an additional boundary condition550

between fluid and air. In order to apply our work to other551

types of incompressible fluid simulations, we need additional552

efforts. One possible future solution is to train a classifier to553

separate the pressure solution tasks with different flag types.554

As for future work, our work is beneficial for physically555

faithful fluid simulation in high resolution. With our pre-2 556

sented model, fast prediction of fluid motion can be achieved3 557

and typical applications include providing a surrogate model558

for reinforcement research [16], which needs a large amount559

of interaction data during training, and helping hydraulic560

engineering tasks which require quick previews of their561

designs. The instant result obtained by our BlockNN model562

can be additionally fine-tuned with traditional methods, i.e.,563

PCG, contributing to faster convergence.564
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